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Out With The Old, In With The New Uniforms
by Deepa Gopaul ‘19

The times surely are changing at Molloy as the
average Stanner is about to get a makeover. At
the Fall Open House on October 14th, Mr. Auer
displayed the new uniforms that Stanners will be
wearing starting in the 2019-2020 school year. These
uniforms are supplied by Tommy Hilfiger and will
be worn by the incoming freshman class.
The current uniforms are often described by many
students as being uncomfortable and overpriced,
which inspired the change from Lands’ End. With
the new company being Tommy Hilfiger, some
may assume that the new uniforms would be more
costly, but according to Mr. Auer, it is actually less
expensive than the Lands’ End uniform. The current
uniform gives students the options of wearing
a white, light blue, or deeper blue shirt and khaki
or navy blue pants or skirts. The Tommy Hilfiger
uniforms are similar and radiate the same Stanner
essence, however the new shirts come in only white
or one shade of blue and the bottoms come in navy
blue, khaki, and gray. The new skirt is also a soft,

wool material. The sweaters are navy blue from both
companies, but the new sweaters are made from a
much softer and less scratchy material. Additionally,
Molloy seniors will still have the option to wear a
dri-fit polo shirt and the colors remain similar to the
current polo color options of light, royal, and navy
blue. Although next year’s sophomores, juniors, and
seniors won’t be required to wear the new uniforms,
if they wish to purchase new items, Land’s End will
no longer offer Molloy uniform, so they will be
asked to buy from the Tommy Hilfiger site.
Although the new uniforms were initially a
surprise to many Stanners, many are glad that future
students can benefit from these changes, as it will
make day to day life at Molloy more comfortable
and enjoyable.

New uniforms displayed at Molloy’s fall Open
House. Photo by Jennifer Marry ‘19.

New Faces At Molloy

c o nve r s a t i o n
with him, got
coffee
with
by Peter Paolo ‘19, Associate Editor | Photos by Ms. Sawyer
him, and stayed
This September, Molloy welcomed 414 freshmen in touch over the years. Through Br. Bob, he met
into the Stanner family. But they were not the only Mr. Brian Yuska, Molloy’s Facilities Director. And
ones having their first day at a new school. Molloy the rest is history. Mr. Goodman said “I always
added new teachers and staff this year as well, and wanted to work here” and that he was “blessed to
The Stanner sat down with two new members of get the job” and said “I guess I wanted to be here,
the Molloy community to talk about their new but it happened when it was supposed to happen.”
Ms. Mary Edward ‘13 is the newest member of
roles at school.
Mr. Glenn Goodman, a new member of our Molloy’s English Department, but it wasn’t long ago
facilities staff, said he opens up the school building at that she sat in the students’ desks here. Ms. Edward
6 A.M. in the morning, and along with the rest of the was a member of the Art Club, and was a member
facilities staff, is primarily responsible for keeping the of the Track and Field team. She majored in English
cafeteria clean during lunch periods, restocking the at St. Joseph’s College in Brooklyn, and graduated
bathrooms after school, and doing light maintenance. last year. She taught for one year at St. Michael’s
He also helps set up for special events like school Catholic Academy, and is currently pursuing a
Masses, alumni reunion events, and helping keep master’s in English Literature at Queens College.
the Brothers’ residence clean. Mr. Goodman is no She is teaching five classes right now, all standard
stranger to Molloy. His brother, niece, and nephew classes for freshmen and sophomores. Ms. Edward
are all graduates. And through a chance encounter said her classes were a “a lot of fun, very energetic”
in Flushing, he got to know Br. Bob Andrews. Mr. and that she “loves teaching students who don’t like
Goodman used to do long-distance running, and literature”, because “that’s sort of a challenge, and
while training in his local park, he saw Br. Bob I want them to challenge themselves outside of the
one day. Mr Goodman said he simply struck up a subject that they like.” Something that Ms. Edward

makes clear to her students is the importance of
learning, for both students and teachers alike. She
said that “once you stop learning you stop living.”
This motto will serve her students well long after
they leave her class. Reflecting on her time at Molloy
as a student, she said that “if you want to be a
high school teacher, it’s because your high school
teachers were awesome.” And since she was a
student, and now a teacher, she is in a great position
to understand her students’ needs, and ways to truly
engage them in what they’re learning.
While not available to comment on this article, there
are many other new teachers and staff members at
Molloy this year. Molloy added Mr. Joseph Chowske
‘81 of the Science Department, Ms. Jennifer Lamb
of the Social Studies Department, and Mr. Touzin in
the Math Department, who is filling in for Ms. Pizzo
while she is on maternity leave. Ms. Nancy Cantalino
of the IT Department, Ms. Danielle Gracchi of
the Finance Department, and Ms. Heather GreenWresch and Mr. Edwidge Turenne ‘98, both in the
Admissions Department, and Ms. Maria Gallagher,
RN, are all new staff members this year.
As we settle into a new school year, we all need to
keep learning and adapting to new challenges that
may face us this school year, and in the years to come.

Ms. Mary Edward ‘13

Mr. Jonathan DiDonato ‘01, Mr. Edwidge
Turenne ‘98, & Ms. Heather Green-Wresch

Ms. Maria Gallagher

Ms. Jennifer Lamb

A Monumental Midterm
by Sydney Bryant ‘19, Editor-In-Chief

2016 stirred the depths of our nation’s political
consciousness and the succeeding turbulent time
has been marked with ardent debate. November
6th, 2018 is when these words became action.
The results of the 58th presidential election are
widely attributed to intense disenchantment with
a stagnant political establishment. Consequently,
this year’s midterms were led by frustration
with the current administration. The House
of Representatives flipped from a Republican
majority to a Democrat majority by a margin
not seen since Watergate. Preliminary results by
the Pew Research Center show a 10% increase
in young voter turnout compared to the 2014
midterms and more than two-thirds of voters
aged 18 to 29 voted for Democrats. Progressives
such as Bronx native, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
(NY-14), the newly elected youngest Congress
member, ran far-left platforms that challenged the
status quo. Ocasio-Cortez’ support of “Medicare
for All”, the abolishment of ICE, $15 minimum
wage, and criminal justice reform rallied residents
of Northwestern Queens and the South Bronx
over long-term incumbent Joe Crowley (D). This
shift away from the center arguably mirrors the
movement on the right in recent years. However,
most of the Democrats who won seats are centrists.
Nonetheless, the Senate remains majority
Republican, indicative of the nation’s contrasting
views. The contentious and highly publicized Senate
race in Texas between Beto O’Rourke and Ted
Cruz drew national interest. O’Rourke’s historic
$70 million campaign financing and solid support
on social media could not beat Cruz’ substantial

foundation in Texas, and the incumbent kept his
seat in the Senate. The 2.6% gap is interesting,
as the state is traditionally ‘deep red.’ Ted Cruz’
had a 16% lead over the Democratic candidate
in 2016. This new close call represents increased
opposition to current party tactics, possibly in
favor of a more centrist or ‘purple state.’ Still,
the Republicans’ gained and retained several
Senate seats which shows the party’s strength
nationally. While Democrats did flip seats in
some gubernatorial elections, Republicans
also have a majority of those seats.
Possibly the most intriguing political dogfights
post-Election Day were the decisive recounts in
Florida and Georgia. In Florida, the first statewide
recount by hand in its history was enacted for races
with a margin less than .5%.Gov. Rick Scott (R) led
incumbent Sen. Bill Nelson in the Florida Senate
race by .2% and former Rep. Ron DeSantis (R) led
former Mayor of Tallahassee Andrew Gillum (D)
by .4% for the governorship. Many concerns were
raised regarding the perhaps prejudicial nature
of these recounts, often citing the mishandling
of ballots in Broward and Palm Beach counties.
In fact, Gov. Scott won two lawsuits for ballot
mishandling during this ordeal and the Election
Chief of the Broward County Board of Elections
is resigning. President Trump and Scott called to
follow initial poll results instead of the possibly
fraudulent recount. In the end, both Republican
candidates won the seats in question.
Conversely, proponents of the recount say
that since affected counties where votes may be
discarded had primarily minority and Democratic

populations, the disregard of said votes would
have been a form of voter suppression. Voter
suppression has been a major issue during this
midterm. In Georgia, recent voter registration
purges and the required “exact match” of
signatures on all forms of identification kept many
seemingly eligible people from voting. In the
state gubernatorial race, candidate Stacey Adams
admitted defeat as Governor- elect Brian Kemp
sustained his lead, but cited the aforementioned
systemic policies as unfair suppression.
To some onlookers, this whole process was a
political ploy trying to hinder democracy, but to
others it was to make sure with absolute certainty,
that’s every vote was properly counted. And they
were. Beyond party lines, this year’s midterms was
a civic tour de force; the American people came out
excited to exercise their constitutional right to vote.
Most current Stanners could not vote in this
past midterm, but we still found a way to get
involved. Many seniors worked as poll workers in
association with the Queens Board of Elections.
Even more students have kept up with the race
on their own time, talking to their peers with a
wide variety of views. These involvements are
admirable and speak volumes of our cognizance
of the democratic process.

The Nonexistent Future of the Republican Party
“Don’t try to take on a new personality, it
doesn’t work.” - Richard Nixon
Donald Trump is destroying my
party, the Republican Party. To be
fair, a few of his policies, such as tax
cuts, deregulation, increases in defense
spending, and his judicial appointments
have been positive for the country, but
regardless, he is a grave and existential
threat to the future of the GOP. The
Republican Party has abandoned its
core principles of limited government,
fiscal
responsibility,
American
leadership abroad, free trade, and
family values for white nationalism,
protectionism, and isolationism. The
GOP has gone from being the party
of Ronald Reagan to the party of
Donald Trump. How?
For the past four decades, American
conservatism has been defined in the
mold of our nation’s 40th president,
Ronald Reagan. Since the “Reagan
Revolution” of the 1980s, he has
become a conservative icon and a
Republican Party hero. Since the
Reagan Era, the GOP’s values have
revolved around small government,
a strong national defense, and social
conservatism. This, in combination
with the influence of conservative
publications such as National Review ,
helped ensure the place of Reaganites
as the dominant faction of the
Republican Party.
Today, conservatism is under threat
from Donald Trump. The shift from
traditional
Reagan
conservatism
towards Trump’s populism can be
traced to the rise of the Tea Party
2

movement. Throughout the Obama
years, it was obvious that constant
infighting between populist and
establishment Republicans would one
day implode. It all culminated in 2016.
Donald Trump won the election by
appealing to the economic and cultural
anxiety of working class whites in
the Midwest. He appealed to their
fear of a non-white America, and the
outsourcing of manufacturing jobs.
Trump’s campaign was one of racebaiting and cultural identity politics.
His stances on immigration and
terrorism won him the support of the
far-right. Although opposed by many
conservatives, Trump arrived at the
2016 Republican National Convention
as the conquering hero, and pulled off
one of the greatest upsets in American
political history.
Donald Trump has remade the
Republican Party in his contemptible
image, and is destroying it in the process.
He has no desire to reign in a large
and inefficient federal government.
The President has not “drained the
swamp.” Conservatives believe that the
role of government should be kept to
the absolute minimum.
The Republican Party is the party
of fiscal responsibility. Barack
Obama doubled the national debt
$8 trillion to $19 trillion, and we
Republicans were infuriated. The
GOP promised the American
people that when they were in
charge, they would cut unnecessary
spending and balance the federal
budget. That’s what we should be
doing. Instead, Republicans have

increased the debt to $21 trillion.
The GOP’s fiscal hypocrisy is a
betrayal of our core principles.
Donald Trump’s views on foreign
policy are ideas no principled
Republican would stand for. Republican
orthodoxy supports the postwar liberal
order, promoting democracy, and
confronting tyranny. Donald Trump
espouses admiration for dictators. He
refuses to acknowledge that Russia
is attacking our democratic process.
Rather, the President is all too eager
to appease Vladimir Putin. Further, he
has not taken enough steps to address
the Chinese threat, when they engaged
in espionage to steal our intellectual
property. Further, Donald Trump has
met with and praised North Korean
dictator Kim Jong Un. He believes
one of the world’s dangerous dictators
can be trusted. An actual Republican
president would be taking an aggressive
stance on the world’s dictatorships and
promoting democracy.
The Republican Party’s position on
immigration is simple - support for
proper immigration enforcement and
comprehensive immigration reform.
Trump has repeatedly demonized
immigrants, both during his campaign
and presidency. He has transformed
the Republican Party into a blatantly
anti-immigration party. This is neither
right nor moral. Immigration has
been, and always will be one of the
defining characteristics of our nation.
The idea that someone can come here
from any corner of the world, become
an American citizen, and pursue the
American Dream is one of the greatest

by Alexander Gellos ‘20

and most inspiring characteristics of
this country. The Republican Party
cannot isolate minority voters who one
day will compose the majority of our
country’s population.
Why are Republicans standing by
Trump? To put it simply-political
expediency. Congressional Republicans
willing to overlook Trump’s violation
of conservative principles and
inflammatory rhetoric as long as we
get tax cuts and increased defense
spending. The President enjoys the
cultish devotion from the GOP base.
Principled conservative resistance to
Trump on Capitol Hill vanished with
the death of Senator John McCain.
The political ramifications of this
transformation are cataclysmic. It leaves
principled and moral Republicans with
no political home. The decline of the
party’s old guard further emboldens
Donald Trump to further transform
American conservatism into an
image eerily resembling the far right.
Secondly, the right’s intellectualism
will be replaced by the lunacy of Steve
Bannon and Sean Hannity. Thirdly, in
the future, Americans will not look
to the Republican Party and see the
hope and optimism of Ronald Reagan,
instead they will see the destructive
impulses of Donald Trump. I am
a Reagan Republican and proud of
it. I believe in limited government,
fiscal conservatism, American global
leadership, and free enterprise. I didn’t
leave the GOP - the GOP left me. If
the Republican Party continues down
the ruinous path of Donald Trump, it
will not have a future.

Become A Poll Worker ASAP
It’s 5:00 am and you’re up before the birds. You’re
holding coffee in one hand and your Notice to Work
card in the other. There are some people shuffling
along the polling booths, some people putting
together tables, and some people just standing there
just like you are. It’s your first day working at the
voting polls, and you’re not sure what to expect,
all you know is you’re here until 10:00 pm (but
at least you get paid). The day goes on, and sure,
you have to refer at least a hundred times to that
manual they gave you, but you get used to it. You
count your signatures by the end of the day; it’s
over 600 signatures. You’ve seen people coming in
at the crack of dawn, people in wheelchairs, people
speaking dozens of languages, all to come and vote.
This is a day in the life of a Poll Worker.
Mr. Dougherty first heard about this opportunity
of becoming a poll worker through his own
experience. Sal Simonetti, supervisor of poll
workers for the Board of Elections in NYC, was
interested in getting students involved. Poll workers
serve major roles during the election, from getting
signatures and giving ballots to voters, to serving
as translators, and even helping voters out with the
machines that count ballots. “After signing up here
at Molloy, through Doc, I was mandated to go to a
4-hour training class at my local public school. At
the end of the class there was an open book test,
which was pretty easy, and then a few weeks before
your first election, you get a Notice to Work card and
you’re good to go,” says Nick Discala ’19 who has
worked both the Primary and Midterm Elections.
Besides the ease of the process of becoming a poll

worker, and besides that extra $500 in your wallet,
the benefits that come from being a poll worker
are countless! Whether or not you’ve had a job at
just seventeen, you would be gaining easy work
experience, while simultaneously serving your local
community, and becoming more knowledgeable
about the voting process. Voting is what many might

A polling location. Photo by Juliana Giacone ‘19.
call a civic duty, and as Dougherty says, “People in
Iraq and Afghanistan do not know whether or not a
terrorist bomb will go off and still vote. We take for
granted the safety and ease of our election process”.
He continues to emphasize that involvement as a
poll worker could not only influence you to vote, but
influence your friends and family as well. By being
a poll worker, you are helping people exercise their
most valued American right.
Nick, having a vast interest in politics, took a lot

by Juliana Giacone ‘19, Associate Editor

away from the experience. “I learned how intricate
the electoral process is and how much work goes
into setting up an election and making sure it runs
smoothly,” he says, “the hours were long, from 5
AM to 10 PM, and you’re on your feet a lot, so my
only dislike would be how tiring it is.” Having a job
as a poll worker, seemingly simple, could get a little
stressful with the long periods of no people coming
in, to the long periods of people rushing to get
their ballots in on time. Erica Pellegrini ’19, another
student who worked both elections, described
interacting with people and even seeing people
go through the voting process. “It was interesting
dealing with people, like just knowing how to be nice
to them, brightening their day.” One thing that she
also noticed was that so many young people came
out to vote, which made her happy to see future
generations doing their part.
Witnessing people bringing strollers and toddlers
with them, to people who just came off the train,
briefcase in hand, to people who had just turned 18,
all coming out to vote, can be quite inspirational.
These are all people who, despite having different
views, come together to vote for what they believe
in. Becoming a poll worker is just the first step in
becoming more informed about elections. All poll
workers would say to all future voters to go out and
vote, and to vote for somebody whose ideas they
can fully support. “Just vote!”, says Erica, “It takes
10 minutes and if you want to change something,
voting is the way to do something about it!” So to all
Stanners: become involved as a poll worker ASAP!

Death of Jamal Khashoggi Leaves Many Questions
by Sebastian Germosen ‘20

The death of journalist Jamal Khashoggi has been
the most talked about topic in the news recently as his
death has been questioned by many. Jamal Khashoggi
was a Saudi Arabian journalist, author, and a former
general manager and editor-in-chief of Al-Arab
News Channel. He served as editor for the Saudi
Arabian newspaper Al Watan, transforming it into a
platform for Saudi Arabian progressives and to give
those oppressed in Saudi Arabia a voice against that
oppression. He covered major stories including the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the rise of Osama
Bin Laden for various Saudi news organizations.
For decades, he was closely associated with the
Saudi royal family and also served as an adviser to
the government, but fell out of favor and went into
self-imposed exile in the US last year. From there,
he wrote a monthly column in the Washington Post
in which he criticized the policies of Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman, which some believed led to
his inevitable death.
Khashoggi first visited the Saudi Arabia consulate
in Istanbul to obtain a document certifying that he
had divorced his ex-wife, so that he could marry
his Turkish fiancée. He was told he would have to
return and arranged to come back on October 2.
Khashoggi’s fiancée waited for more than 10 hours
outside the consulate and returned the following
morning when Khashoggi had still not reappeared.
As his disappearance was reported and his body had
not been recovered, people around the world believed
that he had died inside that consulate. Security footage
showed a man who looked like Khashoggi, with the
same clothes and facial hair, exiting the consulate but
would be proven as a body-double.
As the investigation into Khashoggi’s disappearance
progressed, President Trump demanded to know
what happened in the death of Jamal Khashoggi,
but also voiced a “protective view” of the U.S.Saudi alliance, a perspective also expressed by two
of his top aides. Many questioned Trump’s view
because of what had happened to Khashoggi, but

his view is realistic because of the United States’
close relationship with Saudi Arabia. US lawmakers,
including allies of President Trump, have called
for the president to part ways with Saudi Arabia in
the alliance, and for Saudi Arabia to be punished,
but Trump and members of his administration
continue to ally with Saudi Arabia due to the risk of
jeopardizing billions of Saudi dollars flowing into the
US economy via weapons purchases and investments.
“Many Americans have found it unsettling to watch
as the Trump administration allows Saudi Arabia —
especially Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the
country’s de facto leader, who likely ordered the hit
—to sweep the affair under the rug.”—Vox.
Turkey initiated its own investigation into the
disappearance of Khashoggi and have discovered
that Khashoggi was in fact killed in the consulate.
As this investigation concluded and the world
demanded answers, Saudi Arabia confirmed the
death of Khashoggi but say that he died in a fight.
Many believed this to be unlikely, but President
Trump thought that this explanation was “credible.”
As the US intelligence agencies told Trump that this
explanation was fabricated and not likely, Trump
would add that Khashoggi’s death is “unacceptable.”
Many thought if Khashoggi really did die in a fight,
then where is the body, but Saudi Arabia failed
to produce an answer. Many believed the murder
was premeditated and ordered by Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman due to Khashoggi’s history
of criticizing the Saudi government and its policies.
On October 23, President Trump ramped up
his rhetoric against Saudi Arabia over the death of
Khashoggi, as the U.S. took its first steps to punish
the kingdom over the incident that has triggered
global outrage. Speaking to reporters at the White
House, Trump criticized the operation that led to
the journalist’s death as the “worst cover-up ever”
and said whoever is responsible “should be in big
trouble.” This response of the situation contradicts
his original statement of keeping the alliance with

Saudi Arabia, due to his intent of not jeopardizing
the countries’ relationship, but also suggests that he
will punish those truly responsible. Then, Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo announced that the U.S. is
revoking visas for some Saudi officials allegedly
responsible for Khashoggi’s death. He said the U.S.
is also weighing sanctions designed to target humanrights violators, a step that was requested by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.“ These penalties will
not be the last word on this matter from the United
States,” said Pompeo. “We’re making very clear that
the United States does not tolerate this kind of
ruthless action to silence Mr. Khashoggi, a journalist,
through violence.” These actions by United States’
leaders could prove detrimental in the future due to
our beneficial relationship with one Saudi Arabia.
As Khashoggi’s death remains a mystery, the
questions comes of what truly led to his death and
who ordered it. Khashoggi’s last column in the
Washington Post was about freedom of expression in
the Arab world, as he informs us about the things in
the Arab world that need to be fixed and things that
can improve in the future. He states the corruptness
of the government and says what he feels about
what’s going on in the government.
Khashoggi’s death also brings a question about
the violence directed toward journalists. According
to UNESCO, over 1,000 journalists have been killed
since 2006 and the latest killing of Khashoggi has
proven that violence occurring against journalists
is one of the problems this world faces. Journalists
have been “a part of the battlefield,” but are now
being specifically targeted with violence. Violence
towards journalists has also been a major problem
in the Middle East, as “the targeting of Palestinian
journalists by Israeli forces continues unabated”—
TheNewArab. As Khashoggi’s death becomes
reveled to the world, violence towards journalists
will either face more scrutiny in the global
community or worsen.
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from Spider-Man 3. I found the fight scenes to
be entertaining. There was one shot during the
final fight where you see the symbiotes separated
from their hosts for a bit, and I absolutely love
that shot. The film had a good amount of
humor, but it still had some emotion in it. Like
during the car ride when Venom made Eddie
realize that he’s been neglecting Anne and has
never even apologized to her, which made him
feel terrible. People were concerned about
this film being PG-13 because they thought
it should be rated R. For a PG-13 movie this
“Venom” is the first Marvel movie that Sony has film pushed those boundaries with the f-bomb
had almost full control of in a while. Originally and language and Venom biting people’s heads
I was skeptical as to whether or not this movie off.. Also, you have music by Eminem as well.
would be worth the watch. But then as time got You can’t go wrong with having Eminem’s
closer to its release date, I started to get more and music in your movie.
This film wasn’t as bad as everyone said. I
more excited. Venom is my favorite Marvel villain,
so I thought I would be a bit too critical towards don’t know if people were walking in the cinema
this movie. In the end, I actually found this movie expecting to see Citizen Kane or something. I
walked in the cinema hoping to have a fun time
to be enjoyable.
I admit, the script wasn’t too strong. The whole watching my favorite Marvel villain in his own
solo movie, and that’s exactly what I did. It was a
“saving the world” cliché isn’t the way I feel that
this movie should go. Some of the supporting fun and enjoyable movie, and I would definitely
characters weren’t too great either. The pacing of recommend it. I would give it an 8/10.
the movie wasn’t bad. The villain wasn’t too bad
either, I liked the actor they chose. I thought it was
a good idea to have Riot as the villain so the final
fight would be symbiote vs symbiote. But the main
foundation of this film was the Eddie Brock and
Venom relation. That’s all that I was concerned
about, and I found it to be great. They had a
great dynamic with each other. This led to very
entertaining scenes, whether it was a comedy scene
or in a fight scene. Casting Tom Hardy for this role
was a great choice. He definitely carried this movie.
I love the look of Venom Definitely an improvement

Senior Survival Guide
How To Balance School & Fun
by Lauren Klein ‘19, Editor-In-Chief

Every student has that night. You know what
night I’m talking about. That school night where
you’re out with your friends having a blast,
just barely not breaking curfew. The ghosts of
assignments you haven’t done float in the back
of your mind, a subtle reminder of the sleep
deprivation you’re going to have to suffer with
the next day. But you’re having fun! It’s not every
day you’re having a great time with your friends.
You think to yourself, my school work will be
there later, or tomorrow, or on the bus ride to
school. Inevitably, you have to come around to
attacking the mountain of work you’ve avoided.
And it’s awful, that’s the simple truth of it.
Now, if you’re in the small population that has
never had this problem, congratulations! But for
the vast majority of us that have this recurring
issue, let me offer you some advice. Unfortunately,
it includes a technique not many people are keen
about. Ready for the dreaded word?
Self-Discipline: A part of me wants to cringe
and roll my eyes at the word, but it’s true. It’s not
easy to maintain decent grades and still have an
active social life. School is important, but
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engaging in outside activity is healthy.
So what does self-discipline include exactly?
Prioritize: As high school students, it’s not
surprising to see that we have a crazy, sometimes
hectic task list. Read this. Write about that. Project
due this day. Exam on that day. It’s overwhelming.
For a good reason, we get assigned a lot of work.
But with all this work, it becomes increasingly
difficult to hang out with friends, engage in
outside activities, or pretty much do anything
outside of school. Which is why it helps to figure
out which tasks are important. Sorting through
your workload and organizing it is the first step
to doing the work.
Schedule: Now that you’ve figured out an
order of importance, put a time and place to
the tasks. Creating a plan makes it easier and
less stressful to actually complete the work.
Now it isn’t a looming dreadful burden on
your shoulders, but rather a do-able and within
reach goal.
Work Ahead, or Don’t Procrastinate: Now
that you have a set schedule, stick to it! The more
you procrastinate, the more you let your workload
grow, and the less motivated you’ll be to tackle
it. Getting ahead of your work allows for more
leisure time, to binge watch Netflix, hang out
with friends, or just relax.
This is all way easier said than done. To be honest,
it’s a strategy I’m still practicing, but
practice makes perfect. But I’ve
ultimately saved a lot of time and
stress apply these techniques into my
everyday life. Being a student is hard.
Every student deserves time to relax
outside of school and momentarily
take the weight of your backpack off
your shoulders. I hope with these tips
and tricks, you can sufficiently balance
the work needed to maintain your
grades, but also satisfy the allotted
time to simply have fun.

by Nordeep Kaur ‘20 and Esther Kim ‘20

Capricorn (December 22-January 19):
Make the best out of your classes. Keep up your
determination and productivity this school year!
Set specific goals to accomplish this semester,
and make sure you work step by step to achieve
these goals.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18):
Ask questions! You tend to be stubborn and try
to be independent in your methods and tactics.
This year, come out of your comfort zone and
somewhat rely on your peers, teachers, and
parents. If you are confused with any school
work, don’t hesitate to ask your teachers and
fellow classmates for help instead of forcing
yourself to memorize or learn topics you do not
understand.
Pisces (February 19-March 20):
You are full of compassion and empathy. This
school year, challenge yourself to help others
in need. If you find someone who is struggling
in a particular subject, which you know you are
strong in, help them out! Consider joining Peer
Tutoring, or being a Peer Group Leader.
Aries (March 21-April 19):
Maintain your competitive nature. You love to
take on leadership roles and join competitions.
This year, take on responsible roles the school
offers, such as Spirit Leaders or joining the
Math League, in which you can truly embrace
your ambitions.
Taurus (April 20-May 20):
As you are optimistic and positive, socialize
with others this school year. Approach others
first, especially those who look introverted and
shy, and simply start a conversation. You’ll easily
make new friends.
Gemini (May 21-June 20):
Work hard and be productive this school year,
but don’t overwork yourself. Although your
high school grades are important, no amount of
work is worth destroying your physical health.
Set a specific time for rest and stay consistent in
this schedule.
Cancer (June 21- July 22):
Speaking up is very important. So this school
year don’t be afraid to voice your opinion! You
can do that by joining a new club or even through
something as simple as a school project.
Leo (July 23-August 22):
This fall you might benefit from taking a few
seconds before making your opinion known
on a subject. Researching all sides and learning
from other people’s experiences are all essential
for you to be as strong a leader as possible.
Virgo (August 23-September 22):
Virgo’s desire to have everything be perfect
can result in frustration. This fall be flexible to
changes that are out of your control. Surround
yourself with people who can ease you on your
worst days.
Libra (September 23-October 22):
You are great at making everyone happy, and
keep everyone’s needs in mind. However,
sometimes you tend to forget about yourself.
This season remember to love yourself.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21):
You are passionate and love debates but
sometimes tend to be harsh on yourself.
Prioritize your well-being and don’t be so
hard on yourself. You can relax by going on a
retreat or joining a club like S.M.I.L.E.

Stanner Players Present: The Christmas Carol
It’s time to mark down your calendars for a can’t
miss event! Coming to your very own high school’s
theatre, the Stanner Players are proud to announce
the upcoming holiday play, The Christmas Carol!
The exciting new winter production will be held
on Thursday December 6 at 2:30 PM (students and
faculty only), December 7 and December 8 at 7 PM,
and December 9 at 2 PM. The famous novel, written
by Charles Dickens in 1843, was adapted over the
years into many different plays, musicals, and movies.
Now the actors and actresses of Archbishop Molloy
High School are bringing the beloved Christmas
story classic to life! The Christmas Carol tells the
story of the greedy elderly man named Ebenezer
Scrooge, played by Chè Negron ‘19, who lived a life
full of anger and hatred. On Christmas Eve, he is
confronted by his former business partner Jacob
Marley, played by James Galeno-Budion ‘20, as a
ghost to warn Scrooge to change his ways. He is

then visited by three ghosts of the past, present, and
future, hoping they can prove to him that he can
change his ways to make the best out of his life.
Director Ms. Winters, exclaims, “Stanners should
see this play because it’s a timeless classic that
everyone knows and loves, and it will get everyone
in the Christmas spirit! In addition, the cast and crew
has been working very hard and putting a lot of
time and energy into making this show very special
so everyone should come show their support!” So
show your Stanner pride and come on down to the
theatre to watch your fellow Stanners perform in
the popular Christmas themed-show, The Christmas
Carol! Tickets for the play are $5 for students and
$10 for adults. Look out for information after
Thanksgiving about how to reserve tickets.
For more information, see Ms. Winters and
follow @stannerplayers on Instagram for some
behind the scenes action.

Top Brands for Autumn/Winter 2018/2019

Sun’s gone, and wind, leaves, and snow are on
their way. Walk your own runway this year in
comfort and style with these brands.
Saint Laurent - Saint Laurent has displayed
a consistently wide collection of pieces both
masculine and feminine over the years. The
brand uses a variety of materials in their pieces
such as studs, chunky, heavy zippers, leather,
etc. The clothes are extremely high quality and
can last for a very long time. It’s also always
interesting, with bright colors and designs, but
also makes classic minimal pieces. Jackets and
boots are among the brand’s signature pieces.
Though pricey, like most high end brands are,
they still deserve a spot as one of the best brands
you can buy for the cold season.
Gucci - Very popular in today’s pop culture,
Gucci has been one of history’s most iconic
brands for almost a century. Gucci has debuted
many recognizable pieces, highly notable for
their footwear and belts. Perfect for wearing

by Andie Ratilla ‘20

out, especially due to the pieces’ versatility,
they can be dressed up or down according to
the wearer’s desire. The footwear varies from
shoes, sneakers, boots, and others, all perfect for
cold weather. The belts can be interesting, but
minimal styles are always timeless and a worthy
investment. Expensive brands should last years,
and Gucci definitely delivers classic pieces.
Calvin Klein - Calvin Klein is a practical,
cool choice for the cold weather. It’s affordable,
yet exceptional quality and fashion forward.
The jackets can really wear the person they’re
on. It also uses fake furs in support of animal
friendly clothing. Both for men and women,
Calvin Klein is a famous brand for a good
reason, and is something everyone should
get their hands on, and its classic designs will
definitely last for many seasons.
John Varvatos - Under the radar, Varvatos
makes fantastic designs for any occasion.
Unfortunately, it’s men’s only, but it still deserves

by Petros Georgiou ‘22

a top spot in this list. Rock star, minimalistic,
and bold, many pieces of this brand are made
to be worn in cooler weather. There are many
interesting jackets that range from materials
such as leather, suede, cotton, and wool. One
of the best parts of the brand is that it can be
worn by those who want a grungy, punk look
or a more formal elegant style. Their sweaters
are great options to go with the browning leaves
and grey weather of the fall. John Varvatos’ style
is surely one to be noted as a great investment
for fall.
Givenchy - Givenchy produces a massive
collection of pieces for men and women, ranging
from eyewear to bags, clothing, jewelry to shoes.
All make a stunning impression. Thick material
jackets and boots are especially important when
it comes to a winter or fall look. There are also
authentic designs to make a wearer’s style even
more bold, such as animals and nature. Both
practical and artistic, Givenchy is a brand that
deserves a high place in the fashion world.

Teaching Methods: Tips & Insight From Our Very Own Teachers
Two out of three high school students pronounce
class as being tedious. 30% of those students
derive this concern from the lack of humane and
intellectual interaction between the teacher and
student. Whereas, 70% of all high school students
declare that it is a combination of unengaging and
redundant material that teachers seem to utilize in
every way possible as well as the lack of compassion
in the teachers’ enthusiasm for their own profession.
This all contributes to the overall manifold of
teaching methods and makes their teaching methods
appear as debatable and inadequate. However; if we
focus on our specific needs that enable us to thrive
in an intellectual way, we can better deal with the
opinions we have that pertain to the techniques
teachers use.
Everyone has had that one teacher where you
dreaded walking through that door to enter that
class, constantly being optimistic to the thought of
having a substitute. However, once reality settles in
and you come to the realization that you must sit
through an entire forty minutes of a lecture where
you would be fixated on anything else possible
than the teacher’s eyes, fearing you would turn to
stone from their cruel exterior. Well, that may be
too exaggerated and stereotypical, but mix that class
with a justifiably bad day already and it could feel
like that at times. On the contrary, everyone has
experienced at least one teacher where they made

your day. Whether that was due to their humor,
passion for their subject, or overall approach to
the lesson. So, what really makes certain teaching
methods so appealing to certain people and how
do we compensate for our boredom with the “old
fashion teacher’s” class?
First, we must determine the differents types of
learners. They are classified according to the ways
in which they respond to learning new material and
processing it in ways that they can demonstrate
their understanding. There are four major types
of learners; visual, auditory, reading/writing, and
kinesthetic learners. Catering to each of these
specific learners requires the knowledge to do so.
Teachers are typically unaware of the vast groups
of learners and solely teach based off of their own
preferences. Now, they can’t individually guide
each student on techniques in which they should
prepare for an exam. However, if you can decipher
what category you fall under, then you can properly
cater to your own needs when you are studying
individually. If you feel that you identify yourself as
being an auditory learning then simply just listen to
what the teacher is saying and ask questions because
communication is your best course of action. If you
find you are a kinesthetic learner, teach yourself the
lesson by role playing, acting out what is trying to be
expressed, or creating projects that correspond to
the lesson. You can later write down your findings

by Keira Flood ‘22

which still requires you to be hands on. Therefore
you will see that while accommodating for your
study methods, through vigorous and specified
tactics, you will make an improvement.
Mr. Maldonado is my English teacher this year,
myslef, and many others believe that he can engage
his class in a way that makes them eager to learn. I
asked him a series of questions in correspondence to
the way in which you should properly interact with
your class. He feels that even though advancements
in technology are commendable, they serve as
a distraction to students which takes away from
the purpose of the lesson. He says that they are a
remarkable tool if used properly. This is a heavily
controversial opinion especially through the eyes
of a teenager since we were exposed to it prior to
entering the classroom. However, we must be able
to differentiate a virtual world from reality and how
to function without the aid of technology just in
case it doesn’t work as anticipated through the eyes
of many teachers. In other words, we can’t forget the
basics and fundamentals of learning such as writing
on an actual piece of paper, using books as resources,
etc. This concept is sometimes misconstrued from
student to teacher where the student sees this as a
punishment. However, it prepares you for what you
should do if your aspirations are not met through
the quick and effortless tap of a screen.
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G.E.R.L.L. POWER!

of female power at Stanner school. Ms. Safrey and Maneri informed members
High. Maneri argued that of plans for the club.
the organization would
A panel has taken place, monthly “TED Talks”
by Sarah Doyle ‘19 & Diana Maneri ‘19
truly embody our motto are being prepared, and fundraising events are
Archbishop Molloy is home to over 50 fascinating “Non scholae sed vitae.” AMHS fosters students to in progression. The panel, which took place on
clubs and activities. But this year, there has been always strive for equality, to use our voices, and to November 15th, was a huge success. With an almost
one more student organization added to our club be leaders in society. AMHS women are smart and
full house, five esteemed women came to speak with
roster. Thanks to the efforts of Diana Maneri ‘19 accomplished, and have endless potential. However,
it’s
not
debatable
that
their
salaries
and
their
Molloy students.
and Assistant Principal Ms. Safrey, a long overdue
opportunities
are
sometimes
limited
by
their
genderAmong them was Arleen Aguasivas ‘11, Molloy and
club must be recognized: Girls Empowerment for
and
Maneri
believed
the
new
club
could
help
girls
Harvard alumna currently working for NBC News,
Real Life Leadership (G.E.R.L.L). With the mess
become
more
aware
of
these
limitations
and
how
to
of politics that has become today’s primary focus,
and Lisa Garcia, a Barnard alumnae and Clinical
the need for female leadership has become more fight against them.
Review Manager. The panelists emphasized
prevalent than ever and it’s time to start
that many women graduate college with
recognizing this in our high school. With
great abilities and skills, the same as men
powerful movements such as #MeToo,
do, so why the lack of representation in
#Timesup, Future is Female, and 2018 being
the workforce? A lot of the time, women
coined “The Year of the Woman,” it is being
lack the ambition to fight for what they
recognized worldwide that there is a lack of
deserve, willing to settle for a job or the
female leadership in our governments, and
women in general aren’t being taken seriously.
payment offered. However, women are
Not only is this being recognized, but people
just as qualified as men, and deserve to be
are finally fighting back.
treated as such. G.E.R.L.L. meetings would
Since Molloy became coed in 2000,
be a platform for group discussions based
the school has gradually modernized and
on talks, women’s history or books.
recognized the power and influence women
Other events such as movies starring
can have. This club is one more step in the
a female lead would also be an event
right direction. This past April, Ms. Safrey
orchestrated by the club. While Maneri
held a Women at Work Panel at Molloy,
during which various alumnae came back to G.E.R.L.L. Club’s “Women At Work” Panel. Left to Right: Ms. Massowd recognized that this club may not be
Molloy and discussed their success in their ‘07, Ms. Henning, Ms. Akter, Ms. Winters ‘06, Ms. Safrey, Dr. Nicole initially appreciated by all, as a change in
Maniscalco ‘11, Stephanie Ingilis ‘10, Arleen Aguasvivas ‘11, Ms. Lisa
particular lines of occupation. The student
Garcia, Dorina Lleshi Aliu ‘08, Ms. Callagy ‘05, Ms. Kobinski ‘04. Front perspective can be difficult, Ms. Safrey
body turnout was astonishing, and proved
stated that “it’s difficult for men/people in
Row: Sarah Doyle ‘19 & Diana Maneri ‘19. Photo by Mr. Sommo ‘03.
that Molloy students are aware of the need
general
to
give up a position of privilege when they
for more female recognition and leadership in this
Ms.Safrey agreed, saying “Molloy women and
school. Diana Maneri was especially inspired by this women in general, need to be considering the feel as though they’ve earned it.” But in empowering
panel, and approached Ms. Saffrey in August with the respect and treatment that they deserve- and asking women, it should be understood that we’re not taking
intent of continuing the influence of the panel. She questions like ‘how do we crack through this glass power away. Instead, we want to share it.
proposed the idea of a new club- one that empowers ceiling?’ We begin equal, but we lose that traction.
To have more rights and recognition for women
the women of Molloy.
This is statistically proven, so we have to figure out an doesn’t necessarily mean less for men. These are
Maneri drafted a club proposal with the club’s effective, fair way of making girls aware and working principles that are understood by Maneri and Ms.
objective: a place for female empowerment, where for what they deserve.”
Safrey, and they wish to share these values with
Stanners could come together and prove that the
After much discussion with the school’s
future is indeed female.
administration, the club was officially approved current Stanners and Stanners to come, in order to
Considering recent world events, there is an the morning of the Activities Fair. The results create a Molloy in which women know what they
apparent need for women empowerment in schools. on the club’s sign up sheet were astounding. The deserve, and learn about their right and ability to fight
The club and its members serve as a representation club held its first meeting on October 29th after for equality in their personal and professional lives.

“The Small, Green Things”
by Elizabeth Hertler ‘19

With over 50 clubs offered at Molloy, not a day
goes by that a group is not getting together after
school or contributing to the numerous colors of
Molloy. But lately, our halls have been looking a
little more green.
I A.M. Green is an environmental group that
promotes the importance of taking care of nature.
However, it’s something much more. It’s a club
outside the cookie-cutter description. I A.M. Green
is any Stanner that treats our planet with respect.
Did you know that the works of I A.M. Green
are accomplished everyday through our recycling
program? The people standing outside with the
pails during the after lunch walk are members who
make sure all students recycle their water bottles.
Daily, assigned students bring down bins of paper
and plastic outside to be recycled. When you think
about it, all those that throw away their items in
the correct place are supporting the club’s mission:
protecting the environment.
Lately, I A.M. Green has been extremely active.

Teaching Methods Continued: Going back

to the different types of learning, Mr. Maldonado
says, “I keep them broad in some sense where I
will hit on each of the different modalities. I think
that by keeping it broad I am hitting each person’s
specific needs as they come up.” However, he does
try to conform his approach to teaching in a way
that it can be vastly comprehended by all of his
students. He even admits that when he first started
teaching he tried to individually tend to everyone’s
preference and that took away from the points
he tried to make. He felt that he even changes
his tactics from day to day which influenced his
6

The club has already
gone on two trips this
school year: the Rockaway
Beach Cleanup and the 2018 Sustainability Through
Student Voices Conference.
On the Rockaway Beach Cleanup, students walked
along the shoreline disposing of all the items that
the ocean washed up. In only an hour, I A.M. Green
found 154 cigarette butts alone, not including the
hundreds of paper, plastic, and metal materials
that litter our beaches and could cause harm to its
inhabitants! During the 2018 Sustainability Through
Student Voices Conference, a group of Stanners
saw a documentary about the significance of
reducing the usage of straws and how these utensils
have negatively affected marine life. A panel of
influential people discussed their efforts to eliminate
straws and how youth can contribute in simple ways.
Also, volunteers walked at the end of all the Molloy
students during our annual Walk-A-Thon, collecting
trash and recycling throughout Briarwood. With
their help, the grounds surrounding Archbishop
Molloy look more beautiful than ever.
Although we all may seem small compared to
the big world, we do have an impact. As a Catholic

school, Molloy takes pride in the caring of God’s
creation. Whether you recycle your water bottle at
lunch or attend the multiple trips of I A.M. Green,

generality in teaching entirely. Another effective
technique in which Mr. Maldonado uses is telling
stories and using analogies to exemplify his point.
“Students always wonder how what they are learning
in school applies to real life, and it can be hard to
understand just because you are a teen and have not
had a ton of life experiences how something you
are learning will apply to you at some point… and
they understand how these things could happen to
them.” Lastly, he feels teachers should understand
that there are multiple ways to approach a topic.
“There is not always one right answer, and being
open to students’ opinions and ideas is important

to their learning and your teaching. You can learn
a lot from their opinions, and when you are really
excited about what you are teaching. Showing your
own passion gets your students involved.” With
this, tonality is vital to the overall attentiveness
that is being fulfilled by the students who are
now interested in a topic. You command a room
with your voice through tonality and can go from
sleeping on your desk to being alert within a simple
change of pitch. These are certain approaches Mr.
Maldonado feels best accentuate your audience’s
attention that can not only be used in a classroom,
but any professional setting.

I A.M. Green members pick up trash during the
Walkathon. Photo by Kaaya Withanachchi ‘20.

you are helping our planet and treating it with love.
By adding up all the small things a person does, we
can be the change brought into the world. New
members are always welcome to join. You can either
speak to Mr. Dougherty in “The Cave”, myself, or
any student active in I A.M. Green to receive more
information. We hope to see you at our next meeting!

Public vs. Private Schools: Is there a difference?
by Maggie Kelly ‘22

Before beginning high school at Molloy, I had
attended public schools for my entire life. After
experiencing a few months in this school, I have
observed several changes in the way these two
different types of schools, public and private,
function on a daily basis.
After my first day at Molloy, I was already
noticing differences in how my old and new
school operate. To begin, the discipline at
Molloy was much more strict. As stated by Ms.
Massowd, who has taught in both public and
private schools in her career, “In my experience
public schools have very little formal discipline.
There is no detention for breaking rules or
being late to class. It is important to understand
that public schools are provided by our state
and federal government and do not hold the
leverage that private schools do of expulsion.

They also cannot force students to do anything
outside of school hours, like serve morning/
afternoon detention.”
One of the biggest reasons I came to Molloy
was to be challenged. My expectations were met
with classes that are more difficult, and teachers
that present their curriculum in new and innovative
ways. I am constantly impressed by how brilliant
these new ideas are and how the teachers and
students interact in a much more personal way
than my old schools. Although teachers and
students were close, I rarely heard of lifetime
bonds between them being formed like in Molloy.
Ms. Massowd stated, “In public schools, respect
from students was not guaranteed. It is something
that needs to be constantly built through studentteacher relationships but is very closely tied to
personal feelings and therefore may never happen.

At Molloy, I feel that generally teachers are given
respect because students have been raised to do so.”
In my old school, everyone was there because
they had to be. However, in Molloy, every student
I have met is there because they want to be. Even
if it wasn’t their own choice, they understand
how lucky they are to be a part of Molloy. As
stated by Ms. Massowd, “At Molloy, students may
not be particularly motivated in certain classes,
but the percentage of those students out of an
entire class is fairly small. In public schools that
percentage tends to be much higher.” It is the
family atmosphere of Molloy that is the true
change, and personally, I believe it is a change for
the better. Ms. Massowd ended our conversation
stating, “The sense of family and overall concern
for one another as a whole person is something I
have never encountered anywhere else.”

Changes In Liturgy Committee
The classes of 2019, 2020, and 2021 have all
experienced several of Molloy’s school masses. All of
the masses at Molloy are very special and have a lot of
meaning. The Liturgy Committee has been run by Mr.
Germano for several years and he has done a superb
job at putting together and initiating the Masses.
During the spring season last school year, there was a
meeting for wanting to have more faculty and students
involved in helping with the Masses to show more of
a communal effort. Staff, including Mr. Sheehan and
Ms. Safrey, who used to co-run the Liturgy Committee
back in 2004, supported and joined in the communal
effort to put together these Masses. In joint efforts

Thanksgiving Liturgy celebrated by Fr. Chris
Heanue. Photo by James Galeno ‘20.

with Mr. Germano, they were able to once again host
beautiful Holy Spirit Masses for all the students to
participate in.
This year, the students were greeted with an
interesting activity for them to do before the Holy
Spirit Mass started. They received colored post-its,
and at the end of the Mass, they had to exchange their
post-its for a different colored one to symbolize that
they received the Holy Spirit during the Mass and
were changed. There was a lot of positive feedback on
the Mass, from both the students and faculty, about
how they enjoyed that they had something special to
remember this Mass with. Many Stanners liked the
idea of the post-its and hope to be see activities like
these done in future Masses.
Molloy’s very own Liturgy Committee is a group
of student volunteers who dedicate their time to
thinking of ways to make Masses more intriguing and
meaningful for their student body. The Committee
planned its upcoming Thanksgiving Mass this
November. Over a hundred Alumni come back
to Molloy to attend this Mass every year, so the
Liturgy Committee decided to paint a mural
representing many countries to exhibit the vision
of the Marist Brothers. Mr. Sheehan, Mr. Kramer,
Ms. Safrey, Mrs. Callagy, and Father Cerio decided
that the theme for the Thanksgiving mass would be
unity and gratitude. The mural showcased different
nationalities coming together to celebrate at Molloy.
Many Stanners and Alumni came up to represent

by Kongit Amaha ‘20 Justin Batista ‘20
& Sadie Lozano-Mieles ‘20

their countries for the offertory.
The Committee wants students to be more involved
in the Masses at Molloy; both attendance at the
Masses and with things like helping paint a mural for
the Thanksgiving Mass. From the very beginning of
organizing the Holy Spirit Masses, the faculty that
run the Liturgy Committee put emphasis on the
feedback of the students who volunteered their ideas,
opinions, and time on making the liturgies the best
they could be. Some of the students that, alongside
these teachers helped in its success were Jade Rivera
‘20, Angelica Singh ‘20, Rebecca Donowski ‘20, Sadie
Lozano-Mieles ‘20, Susan Jacob ‘20, Fiona Roche ‘20,
Cynthia Zachariah ‘20, Nayasha Ramnauth ‘21, and
Dayanara Torres ‘21.
As many students and faculty have seen at the
Holy Spirit Mass this year, the Liturgy Committee is
adding to the sense of community when it comes to
putting together these Masses. The Committee also
needs students to engage in helping and attending the
Masses. The Liturgy Committee would like a group of
people devoting their time to one specific Mass during
the year, so if you’re interested in helping with one
Mass, you are more than welcome! A different group
of students helping with different Masses adds to the
sense of community at Molloy. If you are interested
in joining the committee, always feel free to lend your
help to any of Molloy’s future Masses!

You’ve Got Friends In College Guidance
The college process can be a very nerve racking
and difficult process to understand, just ask the
seniors. However the way to make it easier is by
researching and finding a college that fits you.
Along with that goes looking at the materials
and grades you need. Most colleges will require
either the SAT or ACT but it’s important to see if
anything else is required for your dream college.
Aside from the SAT and ACT, the hardest part
is the college essay. To all the Stanners starting
to look at college, make sure you start thinking
of ideas for your college essay. The college essay
should be a way for the college representatives to
see you, not just your grades on a piece of paper,
but the 17 years of your life that made you who
you are today. One of the main applications is
the Common Application, which will most likely
contain a good majority of the schools you want
to apply too. The Common Application allows
students to apply to undergrad schools to over 700
member colleges and universities, including SUNY

by Ettiman Kaur ‘19

schools. They collect information from your
academic achievements to your personal data.
However, there are certain colleges that are
not, for example Macaulay Honors College
and City College of New York, that are on
the Common App. A separate application,
called the CUNY application, allows you to
apply to these schools.
Although thinking about college can be very
stressful, Molloy has a wonderful guidance
department that will answer those burning
questions you have about college, SATs,
scholarships or anything else that may come to
mind. You can find our counselors, Br. Brogan,
Mr. Esgro and Mr. McGuinness in the college
guidance offices on the second floor.
Pictured Top Right: Members of the Class of
2018 wear their college gear last spring.
Bottom Right: Mr. Gus Esgro. Photos by Mr.
Sommo ‘03 and Mr. Gianpaolo Fabiano.
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Stanners Walk With Purpose

This past October, Molloy celebrated another
annual Walkathon, a Molloy radition spanning over
20 years. As many know, the Walkathon is one of
the largest fundraisers at Molloy and focuses on
major renovations and improvements to the school.
A new main lobby, new lunch tables, and a new
A/C system are the most recent examples of these
upgrades. Last year Mr. Karsten, Molloy’s President,
explained the magnitude of installing a brand new
A/C system; being that the majority of the work
can only be done in the summer, the project would
take years to complete. With the money raised from

the 2017 Walkathon,
eleven rooms were given
A/C along with the setup
of a centrally controlled
system, which can be
accessed through an app,
as well as new window
shades. Next summer,
Mr. Karsten says that at
least sixteen additional
classrooms will get A/C.
Another large part of
this new system is the
price. Though not all of
the pledges have been
counted, it’s estimated
that
over
$160,000
was raised and all will
be needed to fund the
continuation of the A/C project.
When asked if he would like to expand the
Walkathon and attempt to raise more money, Mr.
Karsten stated, “The Walkathon is focused on
Molloy parents, and our families already work hard
to pay tuition, so we wouldn’t want to put more
of a burden on them by asking for more.” He
continued, saying that he would like to keep the
Walkathon at a reasonable donation amount. Most
money for renovation projects is raised from alumni
as well as past parents. Some donations support

by James Galeno ’20 and Jake Temkin ‘20

scholarships through other types of fundraisers,
but cumulatively Molloy raises about $1.4 million
per year, which goes to the scholarships, but also
toward things such as the A/C system.

Photos by Andie Ratilla ‘20, Isabella Falcao ‘20, Jade
Rivera ‘20, Jake Temkin ‘20 & Mr. Sommo ‘03
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Girls JV Soccer - GCHSAA Champs
by Torrance Garvey ‘21
Our girls JV soccer team has taken the
GCHSAA Championship title for the 2nd
year in a row. On November 1, 2018, the girls
JV soccer team played against St. Joseph’s by
the Sea at the Owl Hollow soccer field in
Freshskills Park. The JV soccer team played
against St. Joseph’s by the Sea earlier in the
seasons and lost. The girls JV soccer team
played 11 games in total this entire season.
They won 10, lost 1.
In the first half, Brooke Leahy (‘21) scored

the first goal of the game and Caterina Fox
(‘21) scored the second. In the second half,
Ava Doreste (‘22) scored Molloy’s last goal.
With 15 minutes left of the 2nd half, St.
Joseph’s by the Sea scored a goal. The girls
on the field had amazing defense and didn’t
allow them to score another goal. One girl
from Archbishop Molloys team was ejected
from the game on a yellow card despite a
yellow card only being a warning.

Running to Victory

ATHLETIC
UPDATES

It was a fantastic weekend for the Stanners
up at Van Cortlandt Park at the CHSAA
Intersectionals. The junior varsity team did
exceptionally well, they came in sixth place
with a score of 162 points. The varsity team
won the boys championship race with a
score of 61 points. Their top five runners
placed in the top twenty and their six and
seven runners placed in the top fifty. An
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by Charles Stravelle ‘20

outstanding performance by senior James
Loeffel placing fourth with a time of 13:04
helped the Stanners attain the victory. With
this win the varsity team qualified for the
New York Federation Championships
which is a magnificent accomplishment.
This varsity team ended the forty-three year
drought by winning Molloy’s first CHSAA
Intersectional City Title since 1975.

BV Soccer 			
Semifinalist NYC Soccer Playoffs
BJV Soccer		
Semifinalist NYC Soccer Playoffs
GV Soccer 			
Semifinalist B/Q Playoffs
GJV Soccer
		
City Champions
VVB Semifinalist 		
B/Q Playoffs
JVVB Semifinalist 		
B/Q Playoffs
GV XC 2 State Runners:
Sophia Fernandez & Paige McDade
BV XC 			
Intersectional City Champs (First since ‘75)
GV Tennis 			
B/Q Finalist (Kaitlyn Mendoza won
				NYS Catholic Singles Title)
V Bowling 			6-2
JV Bowling 			3-5
BF Swim 			5th Place Overall. Medley relay came in 4th &
				
our 200 free relay came in 3rd overall
GV Swim 			
5-0, At freshman invitational: 2nd in the
				200 medley 2nd, 3rd & 4th in the 50 free, 2nd
				the 200 free relay
BV Swim 			
First meet 11/30

Top to bottom: Congratulations to the Girls JV Soccer Champs,
V Boys Cross Country City Champs, and to Kaitlyn Mendoza ‘22
& Emily Mauro ‘21 for making the 2018 Tennis All-League Team!

